Why should you publish with International Review of Social Research?
Open access and discoverability
International Review of Social Research makes all content freely available to all researchers
worldwide, ensuring maximum dissemination of content through the degruyter.com
platform as well as through various international databases. International Review of Social
Research is currently indexed in more than 20 international databases. This makes
International Review of Social Research papers easy to find, read and cite.
Peer-review process
The articles published in International Review of Social Research are assessed by at least 2
reviewers. Generally, International Review of Social Research uses a double blind peer
review process. Moreover, the journal promotes and imposes international standards for
research ethics, publication ethics and scientific reporting.
No charges
International Review of Social Research publishes original research articles from all the social
science disciplines (from sociology to anthropology). The journal does not have article
processing charges (APCs) or article submission charges.
Creative Commons license
Articles in International Review of Social Research are published under a Creative
Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs license. According to this arrangement,
author(s) and users are free to share (copy, distribute and transmit the contribution) under
the following conditions: 1. they must attribute the contribution in the manner specified by
the author or licensor, 2. they may not use this contribution for commercial purposes, 3. they
may not alter, transform, or build upon this work.
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How to publish
Authors should follow the steps below to ensure their manuscript is sent to the editorial
team as swiftly as possible.
1. Check that your manuscript is within the scope of International Review of Social
Research.
2. Prepare your manuscript according to the submission guidelines and editorial and
publishing policies.
3. Ensure you have included ALL essential sections and information.
4. Submit your manuscript using our online submission system.
Manuscripts accepted for publication will be published open access in International Review
of Social Research on degruyter.com platform (at https://www.degruyter.com/view/j/irsr)
without paying an article processing charge.

Submission instructions
General information for preparing the manuscripts
International Review of Social Research publishes original research in one format, Article.
We strongly encourage authors to write concisely and to adhere to the guidelines below.
Articles should ideally be no more than 11 typeset pages in length. As a guide, the main text
(not including Abstract, Methods, References and figure legends) should be no more than
4,500 words. The maximum Article title length is 20 words. It should be specific, descriptive,
concise, and comprehensible to readers outside the subject field (avoid abbreviations if
possible). The Abstract — which must be no more than 300 words long and contain no
references — should serve both as a general introduction to the topic and as a brief, nontechnical summary of the main results and their implications. Generally, the abstract should:
a) describe the main objective(s) of the study; b) explain how the study was done, without
methodological detail; c) summarize the most important results and their significance.
For the main body of the text, there are no explicit requirements for section organization.
According to the authors' preference, the text may be organized as best suits the research. As
a guideline and in the majority of cases, however, we recommend that you structure your
manuscript as follows:





Introduction
Methods
Results (with subheadings)
Discussion (without subheadings)

A specific order for the main body of the text is not compulsory and, in some cases, it may be
appropriate to combine sections. Figure legends are limited to 350 words.
Authors must provide a competing financial interests statement within the manuscript file.
Submissions should include a cover letter, a manuscript text file, individual figure files,
optional supplementary information files (such as tables, datasets etc.) and a signed and
scanned ‚Open Access License’ file (the file can be downloaded prior submission from the
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journal’s webpage). The figures may be inserted in the text at the appropriate positions, or
grouped at the end. Supplementary information should be combined and supplied as a
single separate file, preferably in PDF format.
ONLY the following file types can be uploaded for Article text: doc. or docx.
In 2017, International Review of Social Research adjusted its submission instructions and it
adhered to the APA academic writing style. Accordingly, we strongly suggest using APA
writing style while preparing a manuscript for the International Review of Social
Research.
International Review of Social Research is read by scholars from diverse backgrounds. In
addition, many are not native English speakers. Authors should, therefore, give careful
thought to how their findings may be communicated clearly. Although a shared basic
knowledge of science may be assumed, please bear in mind that the language and concepts
that are standard in one field may be unfamiliar to non-specialists. Thus, technical jargon
should be avoided and clearly explained where its use is unavoidable.
Abbreviations, particularly those that are not standard, should also be kept to a minimum.
Where unavoidable, abbreviations should be defined in the text or legends at their first
occurrence, and abbreviations should be used thereafter. The background, rationale and
main conclusions of your study should be clearly explained. Titles and abstracts in particular
should be written in language that will be readily intelligible to any scientist. We strongly
recommend that authors ask a colleague with different expertise to review the manuscript
before submission, in order to identify concepts and terminology that may present
difficulties to non-specialist readers.
International Review of Social Research uses US English spelling.
Cover letter
Authors should provide a cover letter that includes the affiliation and contact information for
the corresponding author. Authors should briefly explain why the work is considered
appropriate for International Review of Social Research. Additionally, authors are required
to: a) concisely summarize why their paper is a valuable addition to the scientific literature;
b) briefly relate their study to previously published work; c) describe any prior interactions
with International Review of Social Research regarding the submitted manuscript.
Format of manuscripts
In most cases we do not impose strict limits on word counts and page numbers, but we
encourage authors to write concisely and suggest authors adhere to the guidelines below.
For a definitive list of which limits are mandatory please visit the submission checklist page.
Articles should be no more than 11 typeset pages in length. As a guide, the main text (not
including Abstract, Methods, References and figure legends) should be no more than 4,500
words. The maximum title length is 20 words. The Abstract (without heading) - which must
be no more than 300 words long and contain no references - should serve both as a general
introduction to the topic and as a brief, non-technical summary of the main results and their
implications.
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The manuscript text file should include the following parts, in order: a title page with author
affiliations and contact information (the corresponding author should be identified with an
asterisk). Each author should list an associated department, university, or organizational
affiliation and its location, including city, state/province (if applicable), and country. If the
article has been submitted on behalf of a consortium, all author names and affiliations should
be listed at the end of the article.
The main text of an Article can be organised in different ways and according to the authors'
preferences, it may be appropriate to combine sections.
As a guideline, we recommend that sections include an Introduction of referenced text that
expands on the background of the work. Some overlap with the Abstract is acceptable. This
may then be followed by Methods, Results (with subheadings), and Discussion (without
subheadings). It is advisable that the introduction should: a) provide background that puts
the manuscript into context and allows readers outside the field to understand the purpose
and significance of the study; b) define the problem addressed and why it is important; c)
include a brief review of the key literature; d) note any relevant controversies or
disagreements in the field.
The main body of text must be followed by References, Acknowledgements (optional),
Author Contributions (names must be given as initials), Additional Information (including a
Competing Financial Interests Statement), Figure Legends (these are limited to 350 words
per figure) and Tables (maximum size of one page). Footnotes are not used.
The manuscript file should be formatted as single-column text without justification. Pages
should be numbered using an Arabic numeral in the footer of each page. Standard fonts are
recommended and the 'symbols' font should be used for representing Greek characters.
Manuscripts published in International Review of Social Research are not subject to in-depth
copy editing as part of the production process. Authors are responsible for procuring copy
editing or language editing services for their manuscripts, either before submission, or at the
revision stage, should they feel it would benefit their manuscript.
Methods
Where appropriate, we recommend that authors limit their Methods section to 1,500 words.
Authors must ensure that their Methods section includes, where applicable, adequate
experimental and characterization data necessary for others in the field to reproduce their
work. Descriptions of standard protocols and procedures should be given. Basically, this
section should be written as clearly as possible to allow for potential future replication and
understanding of how data were produced.
Results, discussion and conclusions
These sections may all be separate, or may be combined to create a mixed Results/Discussion
section (commonly labeled "Results and Discussion") or a mixed Discussion/Conclusions
section (commonly labeled "Discussion"). These sections should have a clear and concise
language.
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References
References will not be copy edited by International Review of Social Research. References
will be linked electronically to external databases where possible, making correct formatting
of the references essential.
Only papers that have been published or accepted by a named publication or recognized
preprint server should be in the reference list; preprints of accepted papers in the reference
list should be submitted with the manuscript. Published conference abstracts and numbered
patents may be included in the reference list. Grant details and acknowledgments are not
permitted as references. Footnotes are not used.
International Review of Social Research uses American Psychological Association
referencing style (i.e. APA). We strongly suggest authors to adhere to this style. Otherwise,
they will be required to make the necessary changes. Only works cited in the text should be
listed in the bibliography.

Acknowledgements
Acknowledgements should be brief, and should not include thanks to anonymous referees
and editors, or effusive comments. Grant or contribution numbers may be acknowledged.
People who contributed to the work but do not fit the International Review of Social
Research authorship criteria should be listed in the acknowledgments, along with their
contributions. You must ensure that anyone named in the acknowledgments agrees to being
so named.
Author contributions
International Review of Social Research requires authors to explicitly define their
contribution to the manuscript. The contribution declaration should be included in the article
file. Authors’ names must be given as initials, while each author’s contribution must be
stated as briefly as possible (e.g. data collection; manuscript writing etc.). Author
contributions should be inserted into the manuscript after the ‚Ackowledgement’ section.
To qualify for authorship, one should contribute to all of the following:
 Conception and design of the work, acquisition of data, or analysis and interpretation
of data;
 Drafting the article or revising it critically for important intellectual content;
 Final approval of the version to be published;
 Agreement to be accountable for all aspects of the work.
Figure legends
Figure legends begin with a brief title sentence for the whole figure and continue with a
short description of what is shown in each panel in sequence and the symbols used;
methodological details should be minimised as much as possible. Each legend must total no
more than 350 words. Text for figure legends should be provided in numerical order after
the references.
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Tables
Please submit tables in your main article document in an editable format (preferably Word),
and not as images. Tables that include statistical analysis of data should describe their
standards of error analysis and ranges in a table legend.
General figure guidelines
Authors are responsible for obtaining permission to publish any figures or illustrations that
are protected by copyright, including figures published elsewhere and pictures taken by
professional photographers. The journal cannot publish images downloaded from the
internet without appropriate permission.
Figures should be numbered separately with Arabic numerals in the order of occurrence in
the text of the manuscript. When appropriate, figures should include error bars. A
description of the statistical treatment of error analysis should be included in the figure
legend.
Figure lettering should be in a clear, sans-serif typeface; the same typeface in the same font
size should be used for all figures in a paper. Use 'symbols' font for Greek letters. All display
items should be on a white background, and should avoid excessive boxing, unnecessary
colour, spurious decorative effects (such as three-dimensional 'skyscraper' histograms) and
highly pixelated computer drawings. The vertical axis of histograms should not be truncated
to exaggerate small differences. Labelling must be of sufficient size and contrast to be
readable, even after appropriate reduction. The thinnest lines in the final figure should be no
smaller than one point wide. Authors will see a proof that will include figures.
Figures divided into parts should be labelled with a lower-case bold a, b, and so on, in the
same type size as used elsewhere in the figure. Lettering in figures should be in lower-case
type, with only the first letter of each label capitalized. Thousands should be separated by
commas (1,000). Unusual units or abbreviations should be spelled out in full or defined in
the legend. Scale bars should be used rather than magnification factors, with the length of the
bar defined on the bar itself rather than in the legend. In legends, please use visual cues
rather than verbal explanations such as "open red triangles".
Unnecessary figures should be avoided: data presented in small tables or histograms, for
instance, can generally be stated briefly in the text instead.
Figures for peer review
At the initial submission stage authors may choose to upload separate figure files or to
incorporate figures into the main article file, ensuring that any inserted figures are of
sufficient quality to be clearly legible.
When submitting a revised manuscript all figures must be uploaded as separate figure files
ensuring that the image quality and formatting conforms to the specifications below.
Figures for publication
Each complete figure must be supplied as a separate file upload. Multi-part/panel figures
must be prepared and arranged as a single image file (including all sub-parts; a, b, c, etc.).
Please do not upload each panel individually.
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For optimal results, prepare figures to fit A4 page-width.
Authors are responsible for obtaining permission to publish any figures or illustrations that
are protected by copyright, including figures published elsewhere and pictures taken by
professional photographers. The journal cannot publish images downloaded from the
internet without appropriate permission.
1. Line art, graphs, charts and schematics
For optimal results, all line art, graphs, charts and schematics should be supplied in vector
format, such as EPS or AI, and should be saved or exported as such directly from the
application in which they were made. Please ensure that data points and axis labels are
clearly legible.
2. Photographic and bitmap images
All photographic and bitmap images should be supplied in a bitmap image format such as
tiff, jpg, or psd. If saving tiff files, please ensure that the compression option is selected to
avoid very large file sizes.
Please do not supply Word or Powerpoint files with placed images. Images can be supplied
as RGB or CMYK (note: we will not convert image colour modes).
Figures that do not meet these standards will not reproduce well and may delay publication
until we receive high-resolution images.
Statistical guidelines
Every article that contains statistical testing should state the name of the statistical test, the n
value for each statistical analysis, the comparisons of interest, a justification for the use of
that test (including, for example, a discussion of the normality of the data when the test is
appropriate only for normal data), the alpha level for all tests, whether the tests were onetailed or two-tailed, and the actual P value for each test (not merely "significant" or "P <
0.05"). It should be clear what statistical test was used to generate every P value. Use of the
word "significant" should always be accompanied by a P value; otherwise, use "substantial,"
"considerable," etc.
Data sets should be summarized with descriptive statistics, which should include the n value
for each data set, a clearly labelled measure of centre (such as the mean or the median), and a
clearly labelled measure of variability (such as standard deviation or range). Ranges are
more appropriate than standard deviations or standard errors for small data sets. Graphs
should include clearly labelled error bars. Authors must state whether a number that follows
the ± sign is a standard error (s.e.m.) or a standard deviation (s.d.).
Authors must justify the use of a particular test and explain whether their data conform to
the assumptions of the tests.
Competing financial interests statement format guidelines
The statement included in the article file must be explicit and unambiguous, describing any
potential competing financial interest (or lack thereof) for each contributing author.
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Examples of declarations are:
Competing financial interests
The author(s) declare no competing financial interests.
Competing financial interests
Mr Alpha's work has been funded by A. He has received compensation as a member
of the scientific advisory board of B and owns stock in the company. He also has
consulted for C and received compensation. Ms Beta and Ms Gamma declare no
potential conflict of interest.
Availability of materials and data
An inherent principle of publication is that others should be able to replicate and build upon
the authors' published claims. Therefore, a condition of publication in International Review
of Social Research is that authors are required to make data and associated protocols
promptly available to readers without undue qualifications in material transfer agreements.
Any restrictions on the availability of information must be disclosed to the publishing team
at the time of submission. Any restrictions must also be disclosed in the submitted
manuscript, including details of how readers can obtain information.
Supporting data must be made available to International Review of Social Research editors
and referees at the time of submission for the purposes of evaluating the manuscript.
Referees may be asked to comment on the terms of access to methods and/or data sets;
International Review of Social Research reserves the right to refuse publication in cases
where authors do not provide adequate assurances that they can comply with the
publication's requirements for sharing materials.
After publication, readers who encounter refusal by the authors to comply with these
policies should contact the International Review of Social Research publishing team. In cases
where we are unable to resolve a complaint, the matter may be referred to the authors'
funding institution and/or a formal statement of correction may be published, attached
online to the publication, stating that readers have been unable to obtain necessary materials
to replicate the findings.
The preferred way to share large datasets is via public repositories. Some of these
repositories offer authors the option to host data associated with a manuscript confidentially,
and provide anonymous access to referees before public release. These repositories
coordinate public release of the data with the journal's publication date. This option should
be used when possible, but it is the authors' responsibility to communicate with the
repository to ensure that public release is made promptly on the publication date. Any
supporting datasets for which there is no public repository must be made available as
Supplementary Information files that will be freely accessible on degruyter.com upon
publication. In cases where it is technically impossible for such files to be provided to the
journal, the authors must make the data available to International Review of Social Research
editors and referees at submission, and directly upon request to any reader on and after the
publication date, the authors providing a URL or other unique identifier in the manuscript.
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International Review of Social Research publication criteria
The journal publishes only original (unpublished anywhere else) work, grounded in all areas
of sociology, social/cultural anthropology and cognate disciplines such as cultural studies,
social policy and industrial relations. We also encourage the submission of research articles
that cover emergent, borderland and unexplored topics in sociology, anthropology and
social sciences (in general).
International Review of Social Research publishes regular and special issues consisting of
original papers focused on particular topics. All submissions that contribute to the base of
scientific knowledge (i.e. the social sciences area) are welcome. International Review of Social
Research will not consider: letters; commentaries; essays; opinion pieces; purely theoretical
research. International Review of Social Research is a good platform for publishing research
articles (papers).
Results reported have not been published elsewhere. International Review of Social Research
does not accept for publication papers (studies) that have already been published, wholly or
partially, elsewhere in the peer-review literature. Moreover, we will not consider
submissions that are currently under consideration for publication elsewhere.
All figures, tables and images included in manuscripts should be original and should not
have been published in any previous publications (see for this matter our requirements in
terms of figures, tables and images). We will also consider work that has been presented at
conferences.
Experiments, statistics, and other types of analyses are performed to a high technical
standard and are described in sufficient detail.
Conclusions are presented in an appropriate fashion and are supported by the data. The data
presented in the manuscript must support the conclusions drawn. Submissions will be
rejected if the interpretation of results is unjustified or inappropriate, so authors should
avoid overstating their conclusions.
The paper is presented in an intelligible fashion and is written in standard English (US
English spelling). The language in submitted articles must be clear, correct, and
unambiguous. Papers that do not meet these standards may be rejected.
The article adheres to appropriate reporting guidelines and community standards for data
availability. Authors must follow standards and practice for data deposition in publicly
available resources. In other words, all data underlying the findings described in the
manuscript should be made fully available without restriction. All data and related metadata
must be deposited in an appropriated public repository, unless already provided as part of
the submitted article or supporting information. If there are restrictions on the ability of
authors to publicly share data, these reasons must be specified.
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